Denis Leigh science. Once belief gives way to disbelief, then punishment must follow, either for the patient or for the healer.
What is the historical evidence for these two themes?
In primitive man, to this day, the mentally sick person is a person possessed by devils, to be dealt with by the priest or witch doctor. In Saxon times the treatment of the insane was largely an ecclesiastical affair. St. Guthlac, the founder of Croyland Abbey in Lincolnshire, was a noted exorcist. There is an illuminated manuscript showing him healing a lunatic. Guthlac has wound his girdle round the sufferer's waist, and staring fixedly at his face, he is rewarded by the emergence of a horned, winged and spotted devil from his patient's mouth. A similar scene is depicted in the painting of the life of St. Zenobius which hangs in the National Gallery. The saint wears the expression of a man exhausted from intense concentration, the onlookers shield their eyes from the sight of the two lunatics, from whose mouths issue forth the customary devils.
The Church laid down prescribed methods of exorcism, and trained certain of its members in the Order of Exorcists. Psychological healing was the first line of attack, but drugs were also used. For instance, treatment might include the singing of seven Masses over various herbs, which the lunatic then swallowed, or a visit to one of the holy wells to drink the water. The essentials of the treatment were faith, and the direct influence of a person in authority on the sick person. And that authority was an ecclesiastical one. Although much help and comfort was derived from this type of treatment, many of the mentally sick stubbornly refused to be exorcised or unbewitched. Faith was not enough. They presented as difficult a problem as they do today.
Some went to other sources-to kings to be touched, or to people like Valentine Greatrakes, the stroker, who discovered his healing powers in the mid-seventeenth century. But others encountered a different form of treatment-the rod, and the whip, the chains, and ultimately the stake. The fact that Faith had not been enough was interpreted, both by the Church and by the lunatic's fellow-men, as evidence of heresy, and the work ofthe devil. Punishment was indicated. The fifteenth century, which saw the magnificent flowering of the Renaissance, heralded the dark ages for psychiatry. The growth of heterodoxy and the increasing interest in the natural sciences threatened the established structure of the Church, and with it, that of the State. Deviants, such as the heretic, the alchemist and the insane, became grouped together as the earthly agents of the devil, thus becoming legitimate objects of persecution. So began the great witch hunt, which in this country persisted until 1736.
The psychiatric knowledge, so slight and yet so slowly and painfully gathered together, was now brushed aside with the intensification of this 238 VIVA BARBARAE VNNENSIS epu s z. annorm efigies. ,C20,000.
The rise of the concept of Moral Management has been excellently described by Alexander Walk. He has shown that discipline and fear were strongly represented, although again the basic element is an authoritarian relationship between two persons, the physician or his 'keepers' and the patient.
The eighteenth century also saw some interesting mass phenomena; two in particular concern us here. One is a derivative of religion-the cult of Wesleyanism; the second has its roots in medicine and science-the cult of Mesmerism. Both appealed to man's longing-to believe. John Wesley's Denis Leigh book, Primitive Physic, published in 1747, was enormously successful, and in it he discusses at length the treatment of mental disorder. He recommended largely what we might call physical methods, such as dieting, shaving the head, and washing it with vinegar several times a day. A sentence from his book has a strangely prophetic ring-'I am firmly persuaded that there is no remedy in nature of nervous disorders of every kind, comparable to the proper and constant use of the electrical machine.' Undoubtedly the chief impact of Wesleyanism was its emphasis of group behaviour, and William Sargant has written about the implications of the conversions which swept the country. Many mentally ill people gained solace and relief from their experiences with the powerful band of preachers Wesley gathered around him.
Mesmerism has been considered by Zilboorg as a major event in the history of the psychoneuroses and of psychotherapy He points out that it was largely the psychotic with whom the church or the doctor had so far concerned themselves. The great mass of patients, as today, were the psychoneurotics and, on the whole, they had been treated by physicians by physical methods. Mesmer's discovery marked the beginning of a scientific interest in the care and treatment of neurosis. Mesmer, whilst practising in Vienna, became interested in reports that a Jesuit priest, Father Maximilian Hell, was performing remarkable cures with a magnet. He began to co-operate with the priest, and was soon enthusiastically magnetizing. He theorized that a magnetic fluid passed from the magnet to the patient-later discarding even the necessity of a magnet when he discovered that substances other than iron possessed a similar property. The whole fascinating story cannot be told here-what is important is that for the first time a theory, built up, however erroneously, on contemporary scientific knowledge, was put forward in explanation of what took place during the treatment of certain nervous conditions. Faith was now being subjected to analysis in scientific terms. The disreputable aspects of mesmerism should not blind us to the importance of this step. And interestingly enough, it was not now the patients who were punished by the authorities, but the doctor. Mesmer was disgraced and died in poverty-his followers, somewhat removed, in England, such as John Elliotson, the Professor of the Practice of Medicine at University College, suffered a like fate; Elliotson, for instance, had to resign his appointment. This interesting shift of hostility from the patient to the doctor is to become more marked as the nineteenth century progressed. Nowadays psychiatrist and patient are considered about equally peculiar by the more tolerant, but the prejudice against the psychiatrist is still widely held.
For all its bizarre theorizing it was clear that psychiatry could not avoid the implications of mesmerism. The therapeutic aim and the results were too Recurrent Themes in the History of Psychiatry impressive. The astrological and magical tradition implicit in Mesmer's original theory could not be accepted in the rationalist society of the nineteenth century. James Braid (Fig. 2) But the argument runs deeper than that. Psychotherapy in general is nothing more than an act of faith depending on man's need for a relationship with others. The very theme I have illustrated running throughout the years is still very much in evidence. Beginning with religious faith, it has passed through faith healing, moral suasion, mesmerism, hypnosis and Denis-Leigh psychoanalysis. The scarlet thread is the cardinal relationship between a figure in authority and the patient, and a belief in that authority and what he represents. Punishment comes in when belief fails-originally it was the patient who suffered, later it became the doctor.
The third theme runs as follows. There is a relationship between mental disease and a man's temperament and character. What kind of man, mentally and physically, develops this or that mental disorder? This has been a recurring preoccupation in medicine, let alone psychiatry. What is its historical development?
Now you are probably all familiar with the classical doctrine of the humours-Hippocrates listed four: Blood, Black Bile, Yellow Bile and Phlegm. The Greeks associated each one with a corresponding temperament -Sanguine, Melancholic, Choleric and Phlegmatic-terms we all use today. The combination was what we night now call somato-psychic, although the Greeks well knew that this dualism was nothing more than a convenient artefact. Certain temperaments were liable to certain diseases-both physical and mental-and a man's temperament had an important bearing on his reactions, again both physical and mental. A choleric man, for instance, was liable to apoplexy, the sanguine to attacks of excitement. This typology was to dominate medical thought until well into the eighteenth century, and like Freudian psychology today, had a wide influence on literature and art during this period. The eighteenth century, when psychiatry was largely in the hands of the physician, abounds in works describing the influence of the humours on mental functioning and mental disorder.
At the same time much attention was given to the outward appearances in their relationships to the personality and temperament. The face, above all, was regarded as the mirror of the soul, although the body build too was not neglected. Physiognomy, as it was called, was studied along three main lines, concerning first the resemblances between men and animals, secondly, the influence of race, and thirdly, the influence of the emotions on facial expression. Illustrations in Porta's well-known work, which appeared in the sixteenth century, show how, for instance, a man who looks like a goat must have the same characteristics-the Roman nose gives a man the qualities of an eagle, and so on.
Physiognomy has remained popular to the present day, both amongst psychiatrists and charlatans, although in Queen Elizabeth's reign and again in George II's time, Acts of Parliament deemed all persons pretending to have skill in physiognomy, rogues and vagabonds, to be publicly whipped, or sent to houses ofcorrection. But towards the end of the eighteenth century, the scientific approach of which physiognomy was undoubtedly a part, began to make itself felt. Johann Kaspar Lavater published his magnificent three-volume work between I783 and I787. He brought method to the Recurrent Themes in the Histogy of Psychiatry subject, and although many of his conclusions reflect the moral, political and theological ideas of his day, the great care which he devoted to his work laid the foundation of a scientific approach to these problems of personality and temperament.
Lavater's book is of the finest typological standard, and the illustrations are beautifully done. They illustrate facial variation, for instance the Visage of Satan (Fig. 3) represents the extreme pride of the fallen angel, the violence, the anger, and yet the nobility that was originally present. Another most interesting engraving represents an important observation of Lavater (Fig. 4) . He writes: 'Let us establish an observation which seems to me of major importance. There are three types of children-three types of men, into one of which each individual can be placed. Our body is either "roide et tendu, ou lache et mou, ou bien il tient un juste milieu et alors il joint I'aisance a la precision".' Prophetic words, as we shall see.
Lavater's great work aroused much interest, his book being published in French, German and English and passing through several editions. Its effects, as you will see, were to continue until the present day.
Now, at about the same time an attempt was being made to study the problem from a different angle, this time by a medical man, Franz Joseph Gall, the founder of phrenology. Gall was a neurologist and neuro-anatomist, and produced together with Spurzheim a most sumptuous book on the anatomy and physiology of the brain and nervous system. This work, which has been very much neglected, was probably the best book on the subject which had been produced to date, and alone would entitle Gall, whose work it largely was, to a considerable claim to fame.
Gall had noticed how different men were. 'From my earliest youth,' he wrote, 'I lived in the bosom of my family, composed of several brothers and sisters, and in the midst of a great number of companions and schoolmates. Each of these individuals had some peculiarity, talent, propensity or faculty, which differentiated him from the others.' These differences he sought to understand, and worked indefatigably, studying skulls, crania, patients, criminals and animals, with his attention focused on the head. He soon came to link up certain mental characteristics with certain cranial configurations, ultimately distinguishing twenty-seven faculties. His map of the skull, as Sir Geoffrey Jefferson amongst others has remarked, was an early forerunner ofthe magnificent work on localization ofnervous function which still continues. Some of his work was quite remarkable. For instance, you know that the temporal lobe at the moment is the focus of interest for psychiatrist and neuro-surgeon. Gall put down the selfish propensities in this area-destructiveness and what we might call oral drives-a desire for liquids, solids and alimentiveness-not a bad guess in the light of what we know today. Phrenology came in for a good deal of ridicule, as with almost Denis Leigh any new development in psychiatry; its chief importance was the thesis that definite areas of the brain were related to different functions of the mind -Gall was more concerned with mental functioning than with mental disease. But phrenology had its effect, as had physiognomy, and in the early nineteenth -century we find our mental patients having their portraits drawn, their skulls measured, their brains examined. The theme is still the same; what kind of a man has developed this illness?
Unfortunately, the initial wave of enthusiasm for both physiognomy and phrenology was unjustified and towards the middle of the nineteenth century a different kind ofclassification began to make itselffelt. This was the era ofan observational science directly descended from physiognomy and phrenology. The psychiatric patients' symptoms, signs, behaviour, body configuration, skull measurement, face, ears, etc., were carefully measured and recorded and correlations attempted. Ultimately several groupings began to appear. Kraepelin, the German psychiatrist, is generally held to have made the clearest and most meaningful groupings. Now in the text-books began to appear the photographs and line engravings illustrating these different categories-almost always bizarre The three types of body build From Lavater's 'Physiognomy' Recurrent Themes in the History of Psychiatry The fourth and last theme I want to mention, and only briefly, is that recurrent preoccupation of psychiatrists with the body, and its mechanism; their search for the bodily seat of the soul, of the emotions. Sir Geoffrey Jefferson has again given much thought to this topic. Despite the pre-eminent role of faith and religion until the seventeenth century, there were always physicians who paid more attention to the bodily than to the spiritual care of the mental patient. Remedies abounded, first founded on folk-lore and then following advances in pharmacological knowledge. Sydenham's iron medicine was greatly in vogue for the treatment of hysteria, and black hellebore was the standby of psychiatrists until the late eighteenth century. Bleeding, purges and diaphoretics were the chief therapeutic weapons, literally weapons, for the unfortunate patient was often brought near to death by these therapies. But the physician contributed much more than therapy-Willis and Sydenham in this country have left masterly descriptions of mental disorder. During the eighteenth century the bulk of the psychiatric literature is the work of physicians. There was a strong 'organic' flavour in their writings, although the 'passions' did not lack their followers. Certainly in the first half of the eighteenth century the brain and nervous system had not yet come to preoccupy those concerned with mental disorder. The old humoral theories held the field; Boerhaave (i668-I738), for instance, described mental disorder in terms taken straight from Hippocrates. But the scientific temper of the time was to have its influenceand it was towards the dead body that the psychiatrist turned. John Haslam (I764-I844) attempted to correlate clinical states and the post-mortem findings, and is regarded by some as the first man to have described G.P.I. Unfortunately pathological techniques and knowledge at that time were unsuited to the investigation of mental disorder, and in fact threw little light on the problem. The Germans, in spite of the ideal construction of their language for the expression of psychological and philosophical questions, turned decisively towards the brain, largely under the influence of Wilhelm Griesinger. Griesinger summed up his ideas when he wrote: 'Psychiatry and Neuropathology are not merely two closely related fields; they are but one field in which only one language is spoken and the same laws rule.' For Griesinger, and for many psychiatrists since his day, mental disorder was only symptomatic of brain disease. The German school of neuropathology has certainly contributed a great deal towards psychiatry, but is almost worked out now; the two gravest problems, schizophrenia and manic depressive illness, standing as they were before the microscope was invented.
The search for somatic causes continues-the emphasis today being on the neuro-endocrine system, and on certain neuro-anatomical systems deep in the brain. There are psychiatrists who seek for the somatic, and those who seek the psychological, and all too often belief and faith are more important 247
